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Al-Amir 

"Lebanese Lentils and Lager"

Lavishly elegant, this restaurant is located in the ornate Bishop's House.

The Gothic building, built in Victorian times, is an oddly fitting place for

Lebanese dining. In a city with so many Middle Eastern restaurants that

you might be hard pressed to visit one more than once, Al-Amir will still

keep you coming back. Start your meal with Lebanese beer and lentil soup

and end it with baklava. As for what comes in between, try the Dajaj-

grilled chicken breast with a lemon-olive oil marinade. A full bar is

available. Treat yourself to a round of belly dancing too.

 +1 503 274 0010  alamir.io/  hello@alamir.io  223 Southwest Stark Street,

Portland OR
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Nicholas Restaurant 

"Lebanese Sampling"

The small street-side diner has sidewalk seating and a casual atmosphere.

Originally only pizza and calzone were served here, but the family added

Lebanese dishes to the menu once the restaurant was established.

Nicholas Dibe and his wife, Linda, runs the place. Linda makes fresh

tabouli, baklava and humus while Nicholas bakes the bread and roasts the

eggplant. Although there is meat on the menu, this restaurant offers many

vegetarian and vegan dishes. Try M’Jadra, a rice and lentil concoction

seasoned with olive oil, sautéed onions and spices. The restaurant also

opens its patio for small private gatherings and group dinners.

 +1 503 235 5123  nicholasrestaurant.com/gr

and/

 nicholascaters@gmail.com  318 Southeast Grand

Avenue, Portland OR
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Dar Salam 

"Iraqi Specials"

Dar Salam is one of the few eateries in the city to treat you to the delights

of Iraqi cuisine, a much ignored aspect from the extensive Middle-Eastern

palate. The restaurant is housed in a pretty little wooden building which

seems fairly normal until you get to know that it is actually a cart (a rather

large one at that) with the atmosphere of a restaurant and seating inside.

The interiors with wooden roofs, bright walls and contrasting dark hues on

the floor and seating add a comfortable vibe to the place. The hanging

lanterns add a nice touch. The menu offers a great selection of typically

Iraqi entrees and sides, and has the potential to invoke nostalgia among

Iraqi immigrants. Middle-Eastern mainstays like hummus, shawarma and

kabob also have a prominent presence on the menu. Stop by for

delightfully different Middle-Eastern fare.

 +1 503 206 6148  darsalamportland.com/  2921 Northeast Alberta Street, Portland

OR
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